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 2 

Abstract 22 

On the journey to wintering sites, migratory birds usually alternate between flights and 23 

stopovers where they rest and refuel. Migration strategies are assumed to differ according to 24 

season: a time-minimization pre-breeding migration strategy towards breeding locations, and 25 

an energy-minimization post-breeding migration strategy to wintering ones. The duration of 26 

flights and stopovers determines the energy requirements and the total duration of the journey. 27 

Since migrating birds actually spend most of the time at stopovers, selection to minimize the 28 

amount of energy or time spent on migration is very likely to operate on the effectiveness of 29 

stopover rest and refueling. Here we address the relative contribution of factors to departure 30 

decisions from stopover sites during the post-breeding migration in a long-distance migratory 31 

songbird. When capture probability is low it is impossible to assess the variation in body 32 

condition over the entire duration of the stopover. To get around this, we use Time Since 33 

Arrival (TSA) as a proxy for the changes in the state of individuals during the stopover. We 34 

propose that TSA is an integrative proxy for resting, feeding and fattening efficiency. We 35 

develop a capture-recapture model to address the relationship between departure probability, 36 

estimated TSA, and weather conditions. Using a 20-year dataset from sedge warblers, we 37 

show that TSA has a larger effect on departure probability than weather conditions. Low 38 

humidity and an increase in atmospheric pressure in the days preceding departure are 39 

associated with higher departure probability, but these effects are smaller than that of TSA.  40 

 41 

Keywords: Stopover, Time Since Arrival, Capture-Recapture, Sedge warbler, Bayesian 42 
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Introduction 45 

Each year migratory birds species commute between breeding and wintering areas (Alerstam 46 

1990, Somveille et al. 2015). Most species cannot go from breeding to wintering grounds in a 47 

single flight of thousands of kilometers. They must stop to rest, feed and refill energy stores 48 

regularly (Alerstam 1990, Åkesson and Hedenström 2007, Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017, 49 

Schmaljohann 2018). The duration of migratory flights and stopovers determines the energy 50 

requirements and also the total duration of the journey. To maximize survival, individuals 51 

must optimize their journey to match with seasonal variation in food availability (and their 52 

energy requirements) at stopover sites and to arrive at wintering areas when resource 53 

availability is sufficient (Alerstam 1990, Somveille et al. 2015, 2018, 2019; Zúñiga et al. 54 

2017, Schmaljohann 2018). Birds spend much more time at stopover sites than in migratory 55 

flight, with almost 85% of the journey spent on stopover (Hedenström and Alerstam 1997, 56 

Green et al. 2002, Schmaljohann et al. 2012, Schmaljohann 2018). Consequently, selection to 57 

minimize the amount of energy spent (energy minimization) or the total time spent on 58 

migration (time minimization) likely operates mainly on the effectiveness of stopover rest and 59 

refueling (Hedenström and Alerstam 1997, Schmaljohann 2018).  60 

Deciding to leave the stopover site normally means a new flight of hundreds of kilometers. 61 

This movement itself, and its termination, are highly constrained by the maximal flight 62 

capacity (given the size of energy reserves and body size) and atmospheric conditions 63 

(Alerstam, 1990; Jenni & Schaub, 2003; Schmaljohann & Eikenaar, 2017; Wikelski et al., 64 

2003). Once settled at a stopover site, the probability of departing (and the duration of the 65 

stay) depends on factors associated with the initiation of movement (i.e. to depart from the 66 

site) on fuel store, resting state, food availability, weather conditions and migratory 67 

experience (Jenni and Schaub 2003, Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017). Recent studies have 68 
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tried to disentangle the environmental factors driving departure decision (Schaub et al. 2008, 69 

Ktitorov et al. 2010, Arizaga et al. 2011, Deppe et al. 2015, Dossman et al. 2016, 70 

Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017). Weather conditions are usually considered through the 71 

constraint they impose on flight. Departure decision depends on wind speed and direction 72 

(tailwind assistance reduces the cost of flight; Tsvey et al. 2007, Arizaga et al. 2011, Ma et al. 73 

2011, Dossman et al. 2016). This decision also depends on rainfall or humidity which usually 74 

force birds to stay at the stopover site (Tsvey et al. 2007, Arizaga et al. 2011, Deppe et al. 75 

2015, Dossman et al. 2016). Last, cloud cover influences departure decision by decreasing 76 

visibility and the ability of birds to navigate (Zehnder et al. 2001, Åkesson and Hedenström 77 

2007).  78 

But the internal state of the individual (resting state, fuel store, migratory experience) also 79 

largely influences departure decision: birds need to rest and reach a sufficient level of fuel 80 

store to perform the next migratory flight (Alerstam 1990, Hedenström and Alerstam 1997, 81 

Schaub et al. 2008, Goymann et al. 2010, Schmaljohann et al. 2012, Dossman et al. 2016, 82 

Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017, Moore et al. 2017, Anderson et al. 2019). Apart from 83 

resting to recover from extreme physical exercise and sleeping to recover from sleep 84 

deprivation during migratory flight (Schwilch et al. 2002), birds at stopover allocate most of 85 

their time and energy to foraging (Hedenström and Alerstam 1997, Cohen et al. 2014, Smith 86 

and McWilliams 2014). They are assumed to refill their energy stores as fast as possible, and 87 

to continue their migratory journey if their energy stores and weather conditions are favorable 88 

(Schmaljohann 2018). In addition, the ability to refuel and rest may depend on age or 89 

experience, which can lead individuals s migrating for the first time (juveniles) and those that 90 

already traveled to wintering areas in the past (adults) to depart from stopover sites  after stays 91 

of different durations or under different weather conditions (Deppe et al. 2015, Dossman et al. 92 

2016, Schmaljohann et al. 2018).  93 
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To our knowledge, the relative importance of individual internal state (resting state, fuel 94 

store) and weather conditions at determining departure probability has never been assessed 95 

within a single modelling framework. The different results of previous studies concerning the 96 

relationship between fuel store and departure probability could be due to different local 97 

constraints or to the migration strategy (time or energy-minimizing; Hedenström and 98 

Alerstam 1997; Schmaljohann 2018; Anderson et al. 2019). But more importantly, it could be 99 

due to the fact that fuel store can only be measured when individuals are captured (i.e., not 100 

necessarily at the very beginning and end of their stay). The lack of an effect of fuel store on 101 

departure probability could also arise because the method to jointly incorporate internal 102 

individual state and environmental covariates in the same capture-recapture (CR) framework 103 

was not available (Jenni and Schaub 2003, Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017). Here we define 104 

and estimate a variable that cannot be measured without using electronic devices: the time the 105 

individual has spent at the stopover site since its arrival: Time Since Arrival (Pledger et al. 106 

2008). Our goal is to assess the influence of TSA on departure probability using a long-term 107 

dataset created when electronic devices were not available, and to include a large number of 108 

individuals and years in the analysis. Despite limitations of retrospective analyses of long-109 

term datasets (modern electronic techniques were not available), such datasets offer 110 

interesting opportunities: (i) large sample sizes to draw inference about departure probability 111 

using statistical approaches, and (ii) long time series of observations to characterize long-term 112 

patterns and yearly deviations from deep-rooted trends. Birds need to rest after a long distant 113 

migratory flight and fattening increases with the duration of the stay at stopover (Alerstam 114 

1990, Schwilch and Jenni 2001, Jenni and Schaub 2003, Schaub et al. 2008, Schmaljohann 115 

and Eikenaar 2017). We propose that Time Since Arrival (TSA) is an integrative proxy for the 116 

overall change in the internal state of stopovering birds. If this assumption is true, then 117 

departure probability should decrease as the TSA increases, and TSA should be a major 118 
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determinant of departure probability. Importantly, TSA must be estimated using an analytical 119 

technique accounting for the daily capture probability of marked individuals (i.e., the 120 

probability of capturing an individual that is alive and present in the site). This is a 121 

methodological challenge because investigators know neither the day when a bird arrives nor 122 

the day when it departs from the site. Many capture-recapture stopover studies have relied on 123 

the assumption that birds are captured for the first and last time on the exact days of arrival 124 

and departure from the site (Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017). This assumption is 125 

unrealistic: the probability that a bird is captured in a given day usually lies between 0.1 and 126 

0.2 (Schaub and Jenni 1999, Schaub et al. 2001, Moore et al. 2017), and the resulting 127 

“minimal stopover duration” (duration between first and last captures) strongly 128 

underestimates the actual stopover duration (by a factor that may be as large as 3; Schaub, 129 

Pradel, Jenni, & Lebreton, 2001). Estimating TSA requires the development of a statistical 130 

model accounting of imperfect detection probability.  131 

Here we evaluate the contribution of estimated TSA and weather conditions to departure 132 

probability. We develop a capture-recapture model and analyze a long-term CR dataset from a 133 

long-distance migrant songbird at a stopover site. Since refueling seems to be the primary 134 

biological function of stopover (Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017, Schmaljohann 2018, 135 

Klinner et al. 2020), we hypothesize that TSA is be the main driver of departure probability in 136 

this long-distant migrant and that wind, humidity, cloud cover and atmospheric pressure have 137 

a secondary, but significant effect on the departure probability. Estimated TSA should be 138 

closer to the genuine duration of the individual’s stay than the time elapsed between the first 139 

and the last physical captures of the individual. If TSA integrates the overall changes in the 140 

individual internal state, this should help us detect the effect of stay duration on departure 141 

probability, if any. Moreover, we hypothesize that stopover duration differs according to 142 
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migratory experience, as documented in other studies  (Deppe et al. 2015) and test for 143 

differences between juveniles and adults. 144 

Material and methods 145 

Study area, sampling and dataset 146 

The study site is the Trunvel ringing station (Tréogat, Brittany, France; 47.8964859°N, 147 

4.3698274°W). Data from marked individuals have been collected using a standardized mist-148 

netting protocol (including tape-luring; B. Bargain, C. Vansteenwegen, & J. Henry, 2002). 149 

Each captured bird was identified, ringed and aged. We used data collected from 1990 to 150 

2014, from the 1st to the 30th of August because 90% of the captures occur in this month. The 151 

years when the number of recaptures was too low were not used in analyses (less than 10 152 

birds recaptured only once). The Sedge Warbler (Acrocephalus schoenobaenus) is the most 153 

abundant species that stopovers at this site during its journey to winter quarters in sub-154 

Saharan Africa. This 12-g songbird strictly depends on reedbeds where it essentially forages 155 

on one aphid species (Hyalopterus prunii) to refill energy stores (Bibby and Green 1981).  156 

Between 1990 and 2014, 79,700 individuals have been marked (Dehorter and CRBPO 2015). 157 

Among all migrant songbirds that use this site, only a small fraction stays several days to rest 158 

and refuel (i.e. actual stopover; Warnock, 2010). The majority either continues migration by 159 

the following night, or moves to another stopover place (i.e., transients; Bächler & Schaub, 160 

2007; Schaub et al., 2008). As we aim to study the departure probability of birds that stayed 161 

over at the site, we analyzed only capture-recapture data from birds that were caught at least 162 

twice during a season (including recaptures during the same day). Hence, the estimated 163 

stopover duration applies only to the part of the population passing by the site and that stays 164 

for at least some hours or days. The sample we used included data from 683 adults and 4927 165 
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juveniles; their latest recapture occurred at the site on average 3.4 ± 3.6 (SD) days after their 166 

first capture. The mean mass gain between first and last capture on individuals was 0.48g ± 167 

1.48 (SD). 168 

Weather conditions 169 

Weather variables expected to influence daily departure probability (between day t-1 and t) 170 

were: (i) wind (on day t-1), (iii) relative humidity (on day t-1), (iii) cloud cover during the 171 

night [i.e. between day t-1 and t; scale from 0 (no cloud) to 8 (complete sky cover)] (iv) 172 

atmospheric pressure; as birds likely perceive changes in pressure rather than pressure itself, 173 

we used the change in atmospheric pressure between day t and day t-1 as a covariate (denoted 174 

as Δ�������� in hPa). Depending on its direction, wind can either facilitate flight (tailwind) 175 

or increase the cost of flight (headwind). To integrate both wind effects, we computed the 176 

wind covariate as in (Arizaga et al. 2011):  177 

���	 
 ������ � �180° � ����, 178 

where V is wind speed (in �. ���), �� is the assumed departure direction (120° according to 179 

recovery data; note that birds don’t cross the Bay of Biscay, Dehorter and CRBPO 2015, so 180 

120° is almost the coast direction), and �� is the direction the wind (Åkesson et al. 2002). 181 

Since birds depart on migration at the end of the day (Müller et al. 2018), we used wind speed 182 

and direction observed during a period of time starting  2 hours before sunset on day t-1 and 183 

ending in the middle of the night on day t. All weather covariates were scaled prior to the 184 

analyses. The weather data were provided by the Penmarch meteorological station 185 

(47.797537, -4.374768). 186 

Modelling & statistical analyses 187 
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We used a formulation of the Jolly-Seber (JS) model (Jolly 1965, Seber 1965) parameterized 188 

with entry probability in the sampling area (Crosbie and Manly 1985, Schwarz and Arnason 189 

1996). This allows modeling the arrival of birds at the stopover site and estimating stopover 190 

duration (Lyons et al. 2016, Lok et al. 2019, Roques et al. 2020). The parameters of the model 191 

are:  192 

�� Probability of staying in the sampling area from day t to t+1, 193 

��  Probability of arriving at the stopover area on day t given that the individual was not 194 

present in the site before, 195 

��  Probability of capturing the individual on day t given that the individual has arrived and 196 

has not yet left the site. 197 

We used the Bayesian, state-space formulation of the JS model (Gimenez et al. 2007, Royle 198 

2008). This model contains a submodel for the state process:true, partially unobservable states 199 

are “not yet arrived”, “present in the study area”, and “departed”. The model also includes a 200 

submodel for the observations (conditional on true state) directly encoded in the individual 201 

capture histories. For each individual capture history �� , the true state history is accounted for 202 

by the vector  � . This vector of binary state variables describes if an individual i is present in 203 

the stopover area on day t,  �,� 
 1, or not,  �,� 
 0.  204 

The state process is defined as:  205 

 �,�| �,��� " #����$$� %���� �,��� �  �� & '1 �  �,�(���

�	�

) 
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The term ∏ '1 �  �,�(���
�	�  accounts for the availability of the individual to enter the stopover 206 

area and is equal to 1 when the individual has not yet entered the stopover area, and 0 when it 207 

has already entered. 208 

As the binary observations are conditionally independent Bernoulli random variables, the link 209 

between the state and observation processes is given by the following equation: 210 

��,�| �,�~#����$$�� �,�, ��� 

This means that if individual � has not yet entered the stopover area or has left ( �,� 
 0), then 211 

��,� 
 0 with probability equal to 1. If  �,� 
 1, then the capture history ��,� is a Bernoulli trial 212 

with probability ��, which is the probability of capturing the individual on day -. This 213 

formulation allows us to estimate TSA for each individual. The TSA covariate is a partially- 214 

or non-observable variable computed using the sum of true states  �,�. TSA accounts for the 215 

time individual � has already spent in the stopover area on day t :  216 

./0�,� 
 1  �,

���


	�

 

The state vector  � . also allows us to use a new formulation of the stopover duration described 217 

in Lyons et al. (2016). We computed the mean stopover duration (in days) as follows:  218 

/23 
  Σ�Σ� �,��  

where n is the number of individuals and z the true state variable (whether individual � was 219 

present or not at the stopover site on day t). 220 
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To account for heterogeneity in detection probability among capture occasions and limit the 221 

number of parameters to estimate, we modeled detection probability as a random effect. 222 

Hence, we modeled p as:  223 

$5�-���~6���$5�- �7��, 8��, 224 

where 7�, is the mean recapture probability and 8�the standard deviation of the random effect. 225 

We expressed the probability of remaining at the site as a function of the previously defined 226 

weather covariates and TSA. We considered effects as ‘statistically significant’ when the 227 

estimated slope corresponding to these covariates had a 95% credible interval excluding 0 228 

(Kéry and Schaub 2011). We analyzed the 20 years of data simultaneously, but accounted for 229 

potential differences among years (Péron et al. 2007) by means of a random year effect, 230 

where y is the number of the year: 231 

9�:��  ~6���7��� , 8���� 

To account for the effect of the experience on an individual’s departure probability from the 232 

stopover site, we used age-dependent random effects with 2 age classes (Adult and Juvenile), 233 

where a is the age class:  234 

05��~6���7�� , 8��� 

Using a logit link, the probability of staying at the stopover area between - � 1 and - was 235 

formulated as:  236 
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;5�-'��,���(

 � � <� = ./0�,��� � <� = ���	��� �  <� =  -�����:-������ � <�
= �$�	�>����� � <� = ����	�-?��� � <� = ΔPressure � 9�:��
� 05�� 

Here we included all the covariates in the model despite a non-null collinearity between most 237 

of the environmental covariates (see online Supplementary material for details). However, 238 

this collinearity appeared sufficiently small to allow the inclusion of all effects in a same 239 

model (Hair et al. 2006). Also, because TSA is computed at each occasion for each 240 

individual, TSA cannot be standardized prior to analyses. To compare the effect of TSA on 241 

departure probability to that of weather covariates, we calculated the effect of a standardized 242 

TSA by multiplying the estimated values of the TSA slopes (β1) by the standard deviation of 243 

all estimated TSA values. 244 

We performed analyses with JAGS (with the package R2jags, Hornik et al. 2003; Su et al. 245 

2015) using R version 3.6.1 (R Development Core Team 3.0.1. 2013). We used 60 000 246 

iterations with a burnin of 30 000, and we checked chain mixing and convergence (Kéry and 247 

Schaub 2011). The JAGS code is available in the online Supplementary material. 248 

Results 249 

The mean estimated stopover duration for the whole study period is 12.5 ± 2.2 days CI [12.2; 250 

12.8], with unstructured variation among years (Figure 1). Adults (experienced birds) stay on 251 

average 1.6 days more than juveniles (naive birds) (13.8 ± 2.2 for adults, and 12.2 ± 2.1 days 252 

for juveniles; this age difference is robust through years; Figure 1). However, the 95% 253 

credible intervals and standard deviation of estimated stopover duration for juveniles and 254 

adults overlap (Figure 1) and therefore age accounts for a very limited part of the variation in 255 
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stopover duration between individuals. This suggests that factors other than migratory 256 

experience and covariates accounted for in this study also determine departure probability. 257 

Departure probability from the stopover site between two days (1-φt, i.e. the complement of 258 

the probability of staying at the stopover site) is positively related to TSA (Figure legends and 259 

Figure 2). In other words, the longer a bird has already stayed at the site, the higher its 260 

probability of resuming migration flight by the following night. TSA is the most important 261 

predictor of departure probability compared to other variables, based on effect sizes (Table 1). 262 

TSA effect is also the effect that is estimated with the largest precision, which suggests a 263 

small variability of the TSA effect among individuals (see CI in Table 1). 264 

Both humidity and ΔPressure have an effect on the departure probability from the stopover 265 

site (Table 1). Departure probability increases with drier conditions and large changes in 266 

pressure (∆��������). We did not find evidence of an effect of wind on departure probability 267 

(Table 1). We found slight evidence of a negative effect of cloud cover on the departure 268 

probability from the stopover site (Table 1), but the robustness of this result is weak because 269 

one boundary of the CI overlaps 0. Estimates of TSA and humidity effects on departure 270 

probability (Figure 2A) or of Δ�������� (Figure 2B) show that departure probability 271 

primarily depends on TSA, and that weather covariates have a smaller influence on this 272 

probability. 273 

Discussion  274 

Effect of the Time Since Arrival on departure probability 275 

Our statistical framework to address covariates influencing the probability of leaving a 276 

stopover site allowed us to provide evidence that TSA is the major determinant of this 277 

probability for the Sedge Warbler at our studied area. TSA is a reliable indicator of the 278 
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propensity of an individual to leave the stopover site. We acknowledge that TSA is only a 279 

proxy of all the changes in the individual ‘state’ (sensu Clark and Mangel 2000) during the 280 

stopover, but it is reasonable to think that TSA reflects the progressive change in the 281 

individual internal state. On the first day after arrival, birds are supposed to be exhausted, 282 

starving and to lack fuel stores. The longer they stay, the more opportunities they have to rest, 283 

feed and fatten (Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017).  284 

TSA encompasses different functions of the stopover behavior: (i) resting after a migratory 285 

flight (McWilliams et al. 2004, Skrip et al. 2015), and (ii) reaching a sufficient level of fuel 286 

load to perform the following migratory flight (Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017). TSA also 287 

reflects (iii) the refueling rate, which depends on environmental conditions and physiological 288 

processes involved in refueling (Jenni and Schaub 2003, Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017). 289 

Here, TSA has a positive effect on departure probability: birds need to stay a sufficient 290 

number of days before leaving. For birds that do fatten, the fattening (or fuel deposition) 291 

increases through time: the longer  individuals stopover, the larger their last measured body 292 

mass or fuel load (mean mass gain of 0.48g in this study; T. Alerstam, 1990; Schmaljohann & 293 

Eikenaar, 2017) and the larger the daily mass gain (Péron et al. 2007). Consequently, it is 294 

reasonable to think that birds need to rebuild a sufficient level of fuel store to perform another 295 

migratory flight (Alerstam 1990). Moreover, the resting time after a long migratory flight is 296 

apparently brief and confined to the first hours or days of the stopover (Fuchs et al. 2006, 297 

2009; Németh 2009). This suggests that resting is not the physiological process that requires a 298 

12-day stopover. Rather, most of the time spent in stopover is allocated to foraging in order to 299 

refill energy reserves; the latter is a long and progressive process. Hence, for the fraction of 300 

birds that stopover at this place, we believe that TSA reflects the time required by the 301 

physiological processes involved in refueling. Determining the precise relationship between 302 
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TSA and fuel store will be an important area of future research in stopover ecology and more 303 

specifically for the application of the present modelling framework. 304 

Traditional measures of fuel store such as size-scaled body mass or fat score have some 305 

limitations (extensively discussed in Schmaljohann & Eikenaar, 2017; Schwilch & Jenni, 306 

2001), of which we want to highlight two. (i) In many long-term migration monitoring 307 

programs of marked birds, especially in old datasets, body mass was not systematically 308 

recorded at each recapture event. This drastically reduces the sample size available for long 309 

term analyses where we need a body mass measurement at each recapture. In the French 310 

dataset for the Sedge Warbler, in the twentieth century, individuals were weighed on only 311 

60% of the capture events (Dehorter and CRBPO 2015). Nowadays (2000-2016 period), 312 

individuals are weighed on nearly all the capture events (90%). (ii) Since the probability of 313 

being captured in a given day can be low in routine trapping protocols (0.161 [0.058, 0.376] 314 

in this study; Schaub et al. 2001, Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017), the body mass measured 315 

at the latest capture is unlikely to be representative of the body mass that actually triggers 316 

departure. Imperfect detection probability is a common situation where modeling the 317 

individual history before the first capture is required to estimate arrival date. This imprecision 318 

in the assessment of the body mass change through time can mask the effect of body mass on 319 

departure probability in datasets where daily capture probability is low. Overall, the proposed 320 

analytical method, relying on TSA, allows analyzing individual variations in stopover 321 

duration over long time series, even in absence of biometric data, and even when body mass 322 

or fat score information are too sparse to reliably document the progress through time of the 323 

energetic state of each monitored individual.  324 

 325 
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Using TSA as a proxy for the internal state of the bird just before departure make some 326 

critical assumptions. When birds stay only few days, they may not improve condition with 327 

time spent at the stopover site because they may first continue to degrade upon arrival waiting 328 

for their digestive system to redevelop to refuel after a long-distant migratory flight 329 

(McWilliams et al. 2004). To overcome this situation, further research on the refueling 330 

process during stopover may be helpful to better model the TSA effect. The relevance of TSA 331 

may also be limited when birds relocate in the vicinity of the study site (Bächler and Schaub 332 

2007): in this case the departure from the study site does not mean that individuals are 333 

resuming a long-distance migratory flight. Birds relocating a few kilometers away from the 334 

study site do not need to wait until their internal state improves before leaving the site. To get 335 

around these problems, birds captured only once are usually removed from capture-recapture 336 

datasets. This removes most of the transient individuals (Mills et al. 2011, Taylor et al. 2011, 337 

Sjöberg et al. 2015). Including both estimated TSA and fuel store data (body mass, fat score) 338 

into a model would be an interesting avenue to revisit previous analyses. This will help 339 

understand the contrasted results of previous studies about fuel store effects on departure 340 

probability (Tsvey et al. 2007, Schaub et al. 2008, Arizaga et al. 2011, Smith and McWilliams 341 

2014, Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017). Also, other limitations, more related to modelling 342 

and data, appear when we use this type of model. It requires a large amount of recapture to 343 

test for more precise effects of the various determinants of departure probability. Interactions 344 

between TSA and date or TSA and age could have been tested. However, to correctly 345 

estimate the interaction, it is possible that it would have been necessary to drastically reduce 346 

the dataset to keep individuals captured at least three times, which does not exist for some 347 

years of our dataset. This would be interesting avenues to test on a dataset with a higher 348 

detection probability, for example with a capture-mark-resight shorebirds dataset (Lok et al. 349 

2019). 350 
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Effect of weather conditions on departure probability 351 

In relatively humid days, birds tend to postpone departure. Birds wait for dryer conditions to 352 

resume their migratory flight. Humidity can be high even in absence of precipitation in 353 

Western Brittany. The negative effect of high humidity can reflect not only the inhibitory 354 

effect of rain, but also the increased flight cost when the air is very humid (Åkesson et al. 355 

2001, Deppe et al. 2015). The probability of departing from the stopover site increases when 356 

atmospheric pressure increases between the day before the night of departure and two days 357 

before. When birds perceive an increase in pressure (indicative of improving, anticyclonic 358 

conditions), this could encourage them to resume migration flight by the following night. 359 

Unexpectedly, departure probability does not depend on wind, probably because wind was too 360 

rare and weak in the study area in August to be influential (mean wind force during the study 361 

period was 5 m.s-1, see Supplementary material for a summary of the weather covariates).  362 

Effect of migratory experience on departure probability 363 

Juveniles (birds migrating for the first time) stay on average 1.6 days (11.6%) less than the 364 

older, more experienced birds at the stopover area. Even though this account for a limited 365 

variation in stopover duration in our study and also that there is no consensus about the age 366 

effect on stopover strategy (Hake et al. 2003, Moore et al. 2017), this result is consistent with 367 

former studies that have shown that juvenile and experienced birds behave differently 368 

regarding departure probability from stopover sites: juveniles make shorter and more frequent 369 

stopovers than adults (Reilly and Reilly 2009, McKinnon et al. 2014). However, other studies 370 

reached opposite conclusions: telemetry studies of departure decisions in songbirds in the 371 

Gulf of Mexico during autumn did not find any effect of age on the decision to cross the Gulf 372 

of Mexico, or of the selection of weather conditions (McKinnon et al. 2014, Deppe et al. 373 

2015). Again, it is legitimate to ask whether imperfect detection probability is involved in 374 
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inconsistencies among studies concerning the relationship between age and departure 375 

probability from stopover sites.  376 

Respective effects of TSA and weather conditions on departure probability 377 

In this study, we show that the contribution of TSA to departure probability in a long-distant 378 

migrant is larger than that of weather conditions. This suggests that even when weather 379 

conditions are favorable to departure, birds need to stay before departing. To our knowledge, 380 

this is the first time that the contributions of these factors were estimated with a capture-381 

recapture model. Nevertheless, our result is consistent with numerous studies that have 382 

highlighted the key role of the improvement of the individual internal state (fuel store, fuel 383 

deposition rate, body condition, body mass, resting) on departure decisions from a stopover 384 

site (see Schmaljohann and Eikenaar 2017 for a review and Anderson et al. (2019) for a 385 

recent study with telemetry tools).  386 

The improvement of the internal state during a stopover could be indirectly related to 387 

environmental conditions. Indeed, harsh weather can decrease the ability of individuals to 388 

feed and food abundance in the stopover area. This likely leads to a decrease in the rate at 389 

which birds accumulate energy (Jenni and Schaub 2003). If this holds, weather conditions can 390 

affect TSA and stopover duration. Interestingly, here we found slight evidence of an effect of 391 

weather conditions on departure probability while TSA was taken into account in the analysis. 392 

The relationship between TSA and weather conditions during the stopover should be 393 

addressed in future work to better understand the processes involved in departure decisions 394 

from a stopover site.  395 

Recent studies also highlighted that migration distance affects the stopover strategy of birds 396 

(Anderson et al. 2019) and that birds also behave differently between stopover sites along 397 
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their journey (Schmaljohann et al. 2017). Concerning the Sedge Warbler at our studied site, 398 

we have no clues from a specific origin (controls indicate birds from Great Britain, 399 

Scandinavia, Eastern Europe; Dehorter and CRBPO 2015) or a final destination. However, as 400 

we only study one species which is strictly trans-saharian, the variability of stopover strategy 401 

induced by migration distance may be limited.  402 

Conclusions 403 

We incorporated TSA, a partially hidden individual state, and weather conditions in the same 404 

capture-recapture modeling framework to disentangle the factors playing a part in the decision 405 

to depart from a stopover site. Using a long-term dataset, we showed that TSA is the main 406 

driver of departure probability (and of stopover duration) in a long-distant migrant songbird. 407 

This approach will allow investigating the determinants of stopover duration and departure 408 

probability (not only weather variables but also some hidden physiological processes 409 

accounted for by TSA) in hundreds of existing long-term datasets, where there is no, or 410 

scattered information about mass or fat score. We demonstrated the feasibility and relevance 411 

of this analytical approach using data from one site, one species and over a large period of 412 

time. Our modeling approach will have to be used with data from several species, at several 413 

sites, to assess the robustness and generality of our conclusion about the major influence of 414 

TSA on the time when individuals decide to leave stopover sites. 415 

TSA also has broader implications outside migration ecology in situations where the time 416 

individuals spend on sites is a partially observable variable. For example, in behavioral 417 

ecology and foraging ecology, the probability of an individual changing foraging site could 418 

also depend on the time spent in a site, the number of competitors, or food availability. TSA 419 

opens large perspectives when behaviour depends on the time spent in a site, in a specific 420 
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state, and when detection probability is imperfect at the time scale relevant to the research 421 

topic addressed.  422 
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Table 1: Mean value, standard deviation and credible intervals (CI) for each covariate effect 

on the probability of staying at the stopover area. Bold: significant effects. 

 Mean Sd CI 

(α) Intercept 6.159 0.175 5.843, 6.578 

(��) Time Since Arrival -1.538 0.039 -1.652, -1.432 

(��) Wind 0.116 0.1 -0.121, 0.196 

(��) Temperature -0.207 0.89 -0.387, 0.03 

(��) Cloud cover 0.142 0.101 -0.052, 0.207 

(��) Humidity 0.497 0.121 0.261, 0.735 

(��) Δ�������� -0.702 0.23 -1.176, -0.196 
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Figure 1: Between-year variation in individual stopover duration estimates (in days) per age 

category for the Sedge Warbler (Acrocephalus schoenobaenus).  
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Figure 2: Departure probability as a function of the number of days since the bird arrived. (A) 

For different humidity conditions, dashed line: low humidity conditions (~70%); plain: high 

humidity conditions (~90%). (B) For different ΔPressure conditions, dashed line: a substantial 

decrease of atmospheric pressure (-5Hpa); plain: a substantial increase of atmospheric 

pressure (+5Hpa). The grey area represents departure probability values for humidity between 

70 and 90% (a) and ΔPressure between -5Hpa and +5Hpa.  
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